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ABSTRACT
In recent years, machine learning-based anomaly detection (AD)
has become an important measure against security threats from
Internet of Things (IoT) networks. Machine learning (ML) models
for network traffic AD require datasets to be trained, evaluated and
compared. Due to the necessity of realistic and up-to-date represen-
tation of IoT security threats, new datasets need to be constantly
generated to train relevant ADmodels. Since most traffic generation
setups are developed considering only the author’s use, replication
of traffic generation becomes an additional challenge to the cre-
ation and maintenance of useful datasets. In this work, we propose
GothX, a flexible traffic generator to create both legitimate and mali-
cious traffic for IoT datasets. As a fork of Gotham Testbed, GothX is
developed with five requirements: 1) easy configuration of network
topology, 2) customization of traffic parameters, 3) automatic execu-
tion of legitimate and attack scenarios, 4) IoT network heterogeneity
(the current iteration supports MQTT, Kafka and SINETStream ser-
vices), and 5) automatic labeling of generated datasets. GothX is
validated by two use cases: a) re-generation and enrichment of
traffic from the IoT dataset MQTTset,and b) automatic execution of
a new realistic scenario including the exploitation of a CVE specific
to the Kafka-MQTT network topology and leading to a DDoS at-
tack. We also contribute with two datasets containing mixed traffic,
one made from the enriched MQTTset traffic and another from
the attack scenario. We evaluated the scalability of GothX (450
IoT sensors in a single machine), the replication of the use cases
and the validity of the generated datasets, confirming the ability
of GothX to improve the current state-of-the-art of network traffic
generation.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization→ Sensor networks; • Net-
works → Network simulations; Network security; Sensor net-
works; • Security and privacy→ Intrusion detection systems; Net-
work security; Intrusion/anomaly detection and malware
mitigation; • Computing methodologies → Machine learn-
ing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The deployment of billions of IoT devices has changed the land-
scape of network security. Their platform heterogeneity creates
new surfaces of attack, while their high maintenance cost by sheer
volume discourages manufacturers from implementing many secu-
rity measures [6, 7]. This combination has led to increased security
breaches and large-scale DDoS attacks [16]. In this arms race, the
increase of malicious activity has also increased their footprint on
network traffic, which in turn increased the efficacy of network
traffic anomaly detection – particularly ML-based AD [5, 10].

Performances of ML models depend on several factors, but the
most important is the quality of the data used in their training.
For most studies, datasets are the main source of data [9, 25]. To
effectively detect current threats to IoT networks, datasets must
contain a diversity of data from recent and realistic attacks. More-
over, to minimize false alerts, datasets should also include diverse
and realistic samples of legitimate traffic. Nevertheless, some pub-
lic datasets include only legitimate or only malicious traffic [27].
Generating only legitimate traffic that properly represents IoT het-
erogeneity is already challenging, but generating malicious IoT
traffic that includes a good representation of IoT threats may not
even be feasible. An additional issue is the necessity of correct label-
ing of data to train the ML model. However, some mixed datasets
are just captured traffic, leaving the labeling to be made by the user
himself. To compound all this, continuous deployment of new IoT
technologies turns IoT datasets outdated fast. As a consequence,
mixed and heterogeneous IoT traffic datasets, properly labeled and
still relevant, are constantly in need.

To alleviate these problems, the training of ML-based traffic AD
may use more than one dataset, but it may be challenging to merge
and balance their data. In the worst case, existing datasets cannot
match the typical traffic (either legitimate or malicious) of the target
network where the AD solution will be deployed. If so, either live
data must be collected – which poses the problem of availability of
relevant malicious traffic, to prepare the model for future attacks –
or a traffic generator must be used to create a dedicated dataset [4].
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Preparing a testbed from scratch to generate one’s own data
requires significant time and expertise. Ideally, existing traffic gen-
erators should be adapted to IoT traffic and used instead (Section 2).
However, setups used to study traffic and generate public datasets
are rarely available themselves. When they are, their implementa-
tion may not be flexible enough for the needs of new experiments.
Another problem is the generated traffic. The testbed may be public
and easy to apply in other studies, but the generated traffic may
lack the properties described above. For instance, Gotham [26]
produces a static dataset mixing legitimate and malicious traffic.
However, the output is hard to modify and Gotham provides no
way to automatically assign labels to the traffic.

To overcome these issues, we provide GothX, a traffic genera-
tor designed to generate customized and labeled datasets of IoT
network traffic. It is an improved fork of the replicable IoT testbed
for security experiment Gotham. GothX can automatically execute
scenarios in a customized topology (e.g. number of IoT sensors).
Simulated scenarios present customizable parameters of operation
that generate traffic with more varied features (e.g. volume and
frequency of messages customized for each node) (Section 3). We
exemplify its capabilities with two use cases (Section 4): a) regenera-
tion and enrichment of mixed IoT traffic from the dataset MQTTset,
and b) generation of mixed IoT traffic in a custom multi-step attack
scenario that results in a DDoS. This scenario is automatically ex-
ecuted in a realistic heterogeneous IoT network setup configured
with MQTT and Kafka services (a real-world configuration found
in the Japanese academic network SINET [17, 20]). It consists of
the execution of a multi-step attack that compromises a network
of sensors and generates a DDoS attack.

Moreover, GothX is open-source and made publicly available
on GitHub1. A last contribution of our work is the publication of
two new datasets (Section 4), containing the traffic of the use-cases
above. In the process of creating these datasets, we evaluated and
validated the scalability and replicability of our solution (Section 5).

In summary, the main contributions of our work are:

(1) GothX: a public, easy-to-use and highly customizable IoT
traffic generator, capable of producing rich IoT network traf-
fic.

(2) Critically desired properties of dataset generation, including
mixed legitimate and malicious traffic, customizable traffic
properties, heterogeneous network setup with MQTT and
Kafka services, and automatic labels generation for datasets.

(3) Two labeled datasets: the replication of MQTTset with some
improvements and a new dataset with legitimate and mali-
cious traffic based on our attack scenario.

2 RELATEDWORKS
Considering the increasing relevance of IoT networks and the com-
patibility issues that many applications for conventional networks
experience when ported to IoT, many simulation tools have been
created to facilitate the development of IoT applications. Conse-
quently, surveys on IoT simulation tools are being steadily pub-
lished [23, 28, 33]. They demonstrate the current diversification

1GothX and the datasets are available at https://github.com/fukuda-lab/GothX

of IoT tools, which can be roughly divided in simulators, emula-
tors and testbeds according to the trade-off between scalability and
realism of simulation.

However, surveys of tools dedicated to traffic generation cannot
be found in the literature except for the specific case of GAN traffic
generators [4]. This is a strong indicative that there are not many
available tools dedicated to this task. To better contextualize our
contributions to the field, we provide in the section below a short
review of existing traffic generators and a description of our design
goals with respect to the state-of-the-art.

2.1 Existing traffic generators
Traffic generators can be divided into three main categories [33]:
hardware-based, simulation-based, and hybrids. Hardware-based
tools are made of real IoT devices. They allow testing interactions
between devices in the biggest degree of realism. However, it is
difficult and expensive to deploy a real network just for traffic
generation, and scalability becomes a prohibitive limitation. FIT
IoT-LAB [12] tries to mitigate some of these problems by designing
rooms with a rich set of IoT devices having different functionali-
ties and providing remote access to researchers willing to perform
experiments in these rooms. However, any significant modifica-
tion of the experiment by users is not feasible. On the other hand,
simulation-based tools like CupCarbon-Lab [8] and Gotham [26]
rely solely on the memory and computational power of a simulation
setup to represent as many devices as possible, with the trade-off of
comparatively reduced realism. Nevertheless, with recent advances
in computation and virtualization, simulation-based tools currently
offer many benefits in terms of scalability and a much smaller cost
of deployment, with the trade-off of smaller realism. However, since
the realism of hardware-based tools is high concerning devices but
very low with respect to the size and topology of IoT networks,
virtualization brings a realistic aspect to the traffic generation with
respect to the network topology and deployed services. Finally, hy-
brid tools like the IoTEP [30], combine both real and virtual devices,
trying to balance their advantages and limitations.

Simulation-based traffic generators can also differ regarding the
process of packet generation. Leaning toward scalability and sim-
plification of simulation are packet synthesizers, like IoT-Flock [13].
They craft custom packets without a stack of network protocols
and simulated devices, directly specifying parameters like headers,
payloads and flags. Although it significantly increases the flexibility
and volume of generated data, the realism and coherence of crafted
data can deteriorate significantly and compromise the utility of
the data for training ML-based AD solutions. On the other side of
the spectrum are testbeds, which virtualize devices to a big degree,
create networks with realistic topologies and traffic controllers like
servers and switches, and generate traffic as it would be done by
actual hardware. This is the approach chosen for GothX.

Gotham [26] is an open-source traffic generator that leverages
the popular open-source network emulator GNS3 [15] to simulate
IoT devices and generate datasets in a replicable manner. Virtual-
ization is facilitated and automated with Dockerfiles and virtual
machines (VMs), while scripts interact with a GNS3 server using the
REST API to execute simulation scenarios. The scenario provided

https://github.com/fukuda-lab/GothX
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by Gotham generates both legitimate and malicious IoT traffic. Le-
gitimate traffic is created using popular IoT devices like MQTT and
CoAP. Malicious traffic is created using the automatic launch of
attack scenarios fromwell-known threats, like the botnet Mirai [16].

To the best of our knowledge, Gotham is the only simulation-
based testbed for IoT security that provides open-source and free
access to its code. Therefore we chose to develop GothX on top of
Gotham functionalities, extending it to produce rich mixed network
traffic and automatically label the created dataset.

2.2 Missing features in the state-of-the-art

Table 1: Extended features from Gotham to GothX

Features Gotham GothX
Open-source ✓ ✓
Legitimate + malicious traffic ✓ ✓
Virtualization (Docker + VM) ✓ ✓
Automatic network initialization ✓ ✓
Replicable results ✓ ✓
Labeled data ✓
Customizable node behavior ✓
MQTT service ✓ ✓
CoAP service ✓
MQTT-Kafka service ✓
Accompanying ready-made datasets ✓

Gotham made a big contribution to the coordination of efforts in
network traffic dataset generation, providing a replicable environ-
ment with an automatic setup of network topology and simulation
scenario, packaged in an open-source tool that is well documented.
To take the next step in the state of the art of traffic generation,
we identified three open problems in Gotham: a) The network sim-
ulated scenario is not very customizable and has fixed behavior
for all IoT sensors; b) it does not generate a labeled dataset, and c)
some network traffic typically found in IoT is not represented in
Gotham. Below we present a discussion of the impact of these open
problems.

In a traffic generator, low customization of network simulation
and device behavior translates directly to the quality of the created
dataset. By simulating multiple network topologies and patterns
of communication, bigger diversity is introduced in the network
traffic (a necessity even bigger for intrinsically heterogeneous IoT
networks), which is important to train ML-based AD solutions
with high precision and recall. The ability to easily create different
datasets using the same tool is beneficial not only for the creation
of such AD models, but also for the study of feature selection
itself. Explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) [18] is one example
of research field that could leverage the abundance of variable
data. Another example is the improvement and update of public
datasets, which is difficult due to the lack of availability of tools
for dataset replication. GothX provides an easy customization in its
configuration files of a simulation. Since Gotham hard-codes these
aspects of simulation in the testbed itself, it is difficult to generate
many different scenarios and consequently different traffic data.

Unlabeled datasets are problematic for numerous reasons. Be-
sides requiring significant additional work of manual labeling by
users, errors in labeling are much more likely to occur due to the
unfamiliarity with the conditions of simulation that created the
dataset. Moreover, unbalanced data is likely to escape the attention
of the dataset creators before it goes public, as is the chance of
duplicated packets. To provide an internal degree of documentation
in the GothX-generated datasets themselves, we devised a method
of labeling the datasets in the same workflow of the simulation
scenario. More details will be provided in Section 3.

Regarding the representation of different IoT traffic, we highlight
the importance of increasing the heterogeneity of simulated traffic
in more than one way. Besides the configuration of network topol-
ogy and nodes’ operation, GothX has additional communication
services with their own servers in its simulation scenarios: Kafka
service, a popular event-streaming platform; a Kafka-MQTT con-
nection server, that consolidates traffic data from multiple MQTT
networks; and SINETStream service [29], which is built on top of
the services above and is an example of a real-world IoT application.

A final commentary is the absence of different public datasets
generated by Gotham. Since Gotham is configured to produce the
same type of traffic, it generates the same dataset when executed.
We highlight the new features of traffic diversity in GothX by pro-
viding two essentially different datasets regarding malicious traffic.
Both are automatically labeled. More details on their differences
will be presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

Table 1 summarizes the difference in implemented features be-
tween Gotham and GothX.

3 ARCHITECTURE DESIGN FOR
CUSTOMIZATION AND EXTRA
IMPROVEMENTS

This paper presents GothX, an improved fork of Gotham designed
to generate customized labeled datasets. Like Gotham, we use a
real topology where nodes interact with each other automatically.
Agents running on nodes emit legitimate network traffic to other
nodes that react accordingly. On top of that, malicious traffic is
produced by an attack agent. Usage of such real topology in GothX
allows future addition of new nodes interacting with nodes already
present. For example, one could integrate to GothX a node with an
IDS to evaluate the online performances of the IDS.

One of GothX’s advantages is that it adds interactions using
Kafka. Furthermore, the labeling process of GothX’s datasets is
automated. However, the main value of GothX is the easy cus-
tomization of the generated datasets. Customization leads to a large
number of settings’ combinations which favors the diversity of
generated datasets. Thanks to the easy customization of topology
and scenario, GothX can provide multiple datasets, with only one
precise, known, setting modified between each variation. Finally,
customization capabilities of GothX allow replication and update
of existing datasets.

This Section presents GothX’s main components, how they in-
teract and how they allow to customize the datasets produced. It
presents the customizable settings of the legitimate and malicious
traffic contained in the datasets generated by GothX. Finally, the
benefits of GothX are not solely about customization. This Section’s
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end presents extra improvements fixing performance and realism
issues.

3.1 Architecture
To generate customized labeled datasets, GothX follows the work-
flow depicted in Figure 1. At first, it is necessary to create templates
of the future topology’s nodes. Then, GothX’s scripts use configu-
ration files to influence the data they generate. In the end, this data
is labeled to form the final dataset. Figure 2 explains how GothX
interacts with GNS3 and leverages CICFlowMeter [11]. Basically,
GothX’s role is to automatically generate a topology in GNS3 and
execute actions in this topology. CICFlowMeter is used to extract
network flows. GothX’s GitHub repository provides documentation
about installation and usage to create the custom topology and run
a configured scenario as well as the labeling process.

The configuration file config_topology defines different topol-
ogy’s configurations. A configuration influences how many nodes
of each type will be generated in the topology. The second con-
figuration file config_scenario references a previously created
topology. The scenario defines which nodes will be started and how
they will behave. It also describes which network traffic will be
captured.

create_topology creates a topology inGNS3 based on the topol-
ogy’s configuration file (step 1 on Figure 2). Then, run_scenario
uses config_scenario to automatically perform legitimate and
malicious actions in the topology (step 2 on Figure 2). It creates
some pcap files containing raw network packets generated during
the scenario execution.

Labeling is required to allow usage of the dataset for supervised
machine learning because pcap files mix legitimate and malicious
traffic. The labeling is a two-steps process. At first (step 3 on Fig-
ure 2), CICFlowMeter extracts, in a csv file, network flows from
each pcap file, alongside different features. Then a labeling script,
part of GothX, automatically labels each network flow (step 4 on
Figure 1). It allows anyone to distinguish legitimate traffic among
different types of malicious traffic. For example, this is useful in
the case of training a model performing multi-class classification
to differentiate each step of a long attack like discriminating DDoS
from ports scan.

3.2 Customization

Table 2: Customizable topology and scenario parameters

Legitimate traffic Malicious traffic
Sensors count Parameters of attack tool
Messages rate* Strength of DDoS attack
(periodic/random) (e.g. payload size)
(In)activity duration* % of compromised sensors
Which data, from a dataset Sleep time
of real sensors, is sent* between attack steps
Traffic volume (MQTT/Kafka)*

*customizable for each sensor independently

With GothX, both the topology and the scenario can be easily cus-
tomized using the configuration files described in Section 3.1. It is

very helpful to generate datasets dedicated to the need. Customiza-
tion of the scenario is useful in the context of anomaly detection to
analyze the efficiency of the detector when legitimate traffic varies
but the attack is the same, or vice versa. For example, it can be use-
ful in AI and XAI because it helps to study the impact of a specific
parameter on a machine learning model for anomaly detection.

Table 2 details parameters that can be customized concerning the
malicious and legitimate traffic generated by GothX. The malicious
traffic comes from the automatic execution of an attack scenario.
This scenario is implemented and published jointly with GothX.
Modifying the parameters, one can define a waiting time of three
hours between payload transfer and DDoS start, for example. Vary-
ing the arguments of the attack tools will impact the strength, speed
and therefore stealthiness of the attack. Attackers tend to increase
their stealthiness by increasing the time between attack stages or by
making slower scans or brute-force. GothX’s scenario configuration
file allows anyone to study the impact of such variations on the
ability to detect the attack.

3.3 Solved performances and realism issues
GothX includes various improvements and extra functionalities to
state-of-the-art as detailed below.

No graphical user interface is necessary to use GothX, which
enables its usage on a remote server. Embedded install scripts allow
to install and setup all requirements. Similarly, usage only consists
of optionally modifying configuration files and executing scripts.
It is therefore possible to go from an empty computer to the full
execution of a scenario using a command line interface only.

When deploying a topology in GNS3, configuration of VM nodes
(i.e. install image disk, set network configuration) is time-consuming.
With GothX, all VM nodes are configured in parallel and in the
background. It significantly reduces the time required to deploy a
topology, making it more convenient to quickly experiment with
new topologies.

In GothX, the realism of the data contained in MQTT messages
is assured by reading line by line publicly available datasets con-
taining data collected from real sensors. Furthermore, it is possible
to choose which columns of the dataset is read by a simulated sen-
sor. This way, multiple simulated sensors can read from the same
dataset and still send different data, which improves data diver-
sity. Moreover, this new feature allows the definition of network
packet size by modifying the number of columns contained in the
published MQTT message.

4 USE CASES
4.1 MQTTset replication
GothX allows to replicate MQTTset [32], a public dataset containing
network packets involving MQTT. This validates GothX’s ability
to generate good-quality data. It also demonstrates that thanks to
customization, GothX can generate data following precise charac-
teristics previously defined. Indeed, we could check that our dataset
presents the same characteristics as those of MQTTset. For exam-
ple, we have the same number of packets/sec. and Bits/sec. in TCP
flows.

MQTTset was produced to train machine learning models to
detect security issues in MQTT exchanges. It is composed of six IoT
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traffic traces. One trace contains only legitimate traffic. It represents
10 distinct IP addresses publishing messages to 1 MQTT broker. 5
IP addresses send data periodically, every 60, 120 or 180 seconds. 5
IP addresses send data at a random interval, with a mean time of
one second between two messages. This file was generated using
the traffic generator IoT-Flock [13]. This tool generates a pcap file
with network packets as they would appear in real communica-
tions between IoT devices. Each of the five other traffic traces in
MQTTset contains network packets about a different type of attack
against MQTT. Table 3 details the type of attack and the tool used
to generate the file.

Table 3: Attack types and corresponding tools in MQTTset

Attack type Tool
MQTT publish flood, CVE-2018-1684 IoT-Flock [13]
Flood DoS MQTT-malaria [1]
SlowITe SlowTT [31]
Malformed data MQTTSA [22]
Authentication bruteforce MQTTSA [22]

With GothX, we produced a dataset of six traffic traces with
network traffic having the same characteristics as MQTTset. Files
containing an attack were replicated using the same attack tools,
except for the one generated by IoT-Flock (first line in Table 3). The
latter was replicated using MQTT-malaria [1], a tool for testing
scalability in MQTT environments, with some arguments leading
to the same effect. (namely, malaria publish -P 1 -n 265
-H 192.168.2.1 -s 30700). Each of the six traffic traces in our
dataset has the same number of distinct IP addresses as in their
corresponding traffic trace in MQTTset. We confirmed that our

datasets have similar statistics in each TCP conversation regarding
the number of packets, the number of bytes, the bits rate (bits/sec.).
For example, the flood DoS (second line in Table 3) in MQTTset
consist of 44M packets received by an MQTT broker at the bit rate
of 2.8K bits/sec. during 126 seconds. In our dataset, there are 62M
packets received at the bit rate of 4.5K bits/sec. during 110 seconds.
Finally, we could confirm that ML models for anomaly detection
had similar results on MQTTset and our replication.

Our dataset contains some differences with MQTTset, which
makes it better than the original dataset. Our legitimate traffic was
generated in GothX with one node being the MQTT broker and ten
nodes the sensors. Real MQTT messages are exchanged between
the broker and the sensors. In MQTTset on the contrary, legitimate
traffic was synthesized with IoT-Flock, which only crafts network
packets. Real interactions allow anyone to study how the attack
interferes with legitimate actions. This is particularly interesting
for DoS which goal is precisely to disrupt legitimate usage. In
MQTTset, legitimate traffic is fully separated from the malicious
one while GothX can mix both. A mix is more realistic because
real network captures of an attack usually also contain legitimate
traffic and the main difficulty of intrusion detection systems (IDS)
is to distinguish normal and malicious traffic. Furthermore, our
dataset is more realistic than MQTTset because it is more diverse.
It contains not only network data involving MQTT, but also DNS,
NTP, ARP and ICMP exchanges. This is the diversity that exists in
real network traffic and IDS must be trained to deal with it to be
efficient in real networks.

4.2 New realistic complete attack scenario
As a second use case, we used GothX to generate a dataset from the
automatic execution of a scenario mixing legitimate and malicious
actions between IoT devices. This section presents the topology
where the scenario takes place. It details the different steps of the
complete kill-chain followed by an attacker, from the initial com-
promision by exploiting a recent critical vulnerability (CVE-2023-
25194 [2]) to a DDoS. Analysis of the generated network traffic
validates the smooth execution of the scenario, both for legitimate
and malicious actions.

4.2.1 Topology. The topology used in the scenario at the origin of
our dataset is depicted in Figure 3. It contains:

• 450 nodes simulating IoT sensors sending MQTT messages
• 3 MQTT brokers
• 1 Kafka broker
• 1 node «kafka-connect», executing Kafka-connect
• 1 node «client-connect», the client of «kafka-connect»

Using the topology configuration file described in Section 3.1, a
user of GothX who wants to perform a small-scale experiment can
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Figure 3: Overview of the simulated network

easily generate a smaller topology with fewer than 450 IoT devices
or fewer than three MQTT brokers or no node related to Kafka.

Legitimate traffic is generated by IoT sensors sending messages
to MQTT brokers. Then, Kafka-connect is used to read topics in
MQTT brokers and transfer the messages to a Kafka broker. The
simulated environment is similar to existing IoT architectures mix-
ing MQTT and Kafka traffic, like SINETStream [19, 29]. Two MQTT
brokers receive clear text messages, with one of them requiring
device authentication with a login and password before publishing.
The third receives TLS encrypted messages, without prior authen-
tication.

Some sensitive, but plausible, settings have been defined to intro-
duce vulnerabilities allowing execution of a realistic attack scenario
from the initial compromission of a node to a DDoS by multiple
IoT sensors. On IoT devices, the package ssh-server is available
so that it’s possible to activate a remote SSH connection. Also, the
Kafka-connect component runs version 7.3.1 from confluent. This
version was released in December 2022 and is the last version vul-
nerable to the CVE-2023-25194 [2]. Moreover, Kafka-connect is a
Java program for which we intentionally set the system property
UnableUnsafeSerialization to true. Therefore, an attacker able
to send POST requests to Kafka-connect can exploit the CVE-2023-
25194 and get a remote code execution (RCE) on the node executing
Kafka-connect.

4.2.2 Steps of complete attack scenario. Based on what can be seen
in recent attacks launched against IoT networks [3, 14, 24], we
introduce a new realistic attack scenario. Our scenario considers
an internal threat with the attacker initially controlling the node
«client-connect». He begins by sending legitimate POST requests
to «kafka-connect» and then starts executing malicious actions
remotely. The scenario is divided into six steps.

(1) From the node «client-connect», the attacker exploits the
CVE-2023-25194 affecting Kafka-connect. It allows him to
gain a remote code execution (RCE) on the node «kafka-
connect».

(2) The attacker uses the RCE to transfer attack tools from
«client-connect» to «kafka-connect» with the utility wget.
Then, he configures the attack tools on «kafka-connect» and
he opens a reverse shell using netcat.

(3) From«kafka-connect», the attacker scans the network, search-
ing for devices with port 22 listening, which is the usual

port for SSH. The command executed is ./nmap -Pn -oG
ips.txt 192.168.18-20.10-150 –max-rate 0.7 -p 22.

(4) For nodes detected as listening to SSH communication, the
attacker searches for the right SSH credentials by trying mul-
tiple combinations of username/password using dictionaries
of commonly used credentials. This is done from «kafka-
connect», with the command hydra/hydra -o success.txt
-M ssh_ips.txt ssh -f -L u.txt -P p.txt -t 2 exe-
cuted.

(5) For each node where he found the right SSH credentials, the
attacker transfers his payload from «kafka-connect» to the
compromised node using scp, which is dedicated to trans-
ferring files over SSH. Here, the payload is the tool mqttsa.

(6) From «kafka-connect» and using SSH, the payload is trig-
gered simultaneously on all compromised nodes which all
execute the command mqttsa -fc 100 -fcsize 10 -sc
2400 192.168.2.1. This is the beginning of the DDoS tar-
geting the MQTT broker at the IP address 192.168.2.1.

When a user of GothX wants to execute this scenario, he can choose
the arguments of attack commands with the scenario configuration
file presented in Section 3.1. Moreover, a user only interested in
studying the DDoS can skip all steps except for the last one. In this
case, desired nodes, simulated by docker-containers, are considered
as already compromised. mqttsa is installed on the compromised
nodes by copying the file from the machine hosting GothX to the
containers, without generating network traffic. Similarly, the pay-
load is triggered by executing a command on the containers from
the host, without generating network traffic. This use case with
DDoS only was used to evaluate in-kernel anomaly detection using
eBPF [21] with various proportions of compromised nodes.
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4.2.3 Validation of generated network traffic. To validate that the
generated traffic was the one expected, we analyzed the traffic
traces resulting from the execution of our scenario. In Figure 4,
each plot shows, for a given destination IoT sensor, the inter-arrival
time of some specific packets with respect to the time since the
scenario’s beginning in seconds. We focus on packets emitted by
MQTT brokers sending acknowledgments to IoT sensors, the ones
with the TCP flag ACK. A first ACK-packet is sent when an IoT
sensor establishes an MQTT connection. Almost immediately af-
ter (the inter-arrival time is near zero), a second ACK-packet is
sent when the broker correctly receives an MQTT message. These
plots allow to verify that (before being disrupted by the attack)
MQTT brokers correctly receive messages at the rate defined in the
file config_scenario, even when some sensors publish messages
faster than one message per second.

When everything works fine, the cycle repeats itself periodically.
This can be seen on the left of the plots in Figure 4, before 1200
seconds. For example, the second plot shows an MQTT broker ac-
knowledging MQTT connections and publications every 12 seconds
for the IoT sensor B.

During the DDoS, MQTT brokers acknowledge, to the nodes
launching the attack, many MQTT connections and publications in
a very short time. The inter-arrival time between two ACK-packets
sent to attacking nodes is very small. This is represented after about
1200 seconds of execution, by the drop near zero of plots E and F
related to the nodes representing compromised IoT sensors respon-
sible for the DDoS. For non-attacking nodes, acknowledgments of
some MQTT connections are missed or delayed. This is shown by
the increase of plots A and B, related to non-attacking IoT sensors.
This phenomenon is more noticeable for nodes with a high pub-
lication frequency (e.g. IoT sensor A) but appears for almost all
nodes.

We notice that after DDoS, most plots stop before the end of the
scenario. IoT sensors were unable to contact their MQTT broker.
They considered the broker as unreachable and stopped sending
connection requests. Before the DDoS, 225 IoT nodes received ACK-
packets from the broker targeted by the attack. The scenario last
about 1800 seconds and after 1700 seconds, the victimMQTT broker
stopped sending ACK-packet to 82% of these IoT nodes. This analy-
sis shows that the DDoS is efficient because it definitely disrupts
the normal behavior of nodes.

4.2.4 Provided dataset based on our attack scenario. The dataset
produced is composed of a text file detailing settings of the sce-
nario execution, three pcap files containing raw network packets,
associated with three label files. The text file gives, among others,
the commands executed by the attacker at each attack step and the
IP address of nodes involved in the DDoS.

Our goal was to have the minimum number of network probes
to capture all the network traffic generated during the scenario. It
leads to three probes recording three traffic traces in three pcap
files. One pcap file contains only legitimate traffic about the com-
munication between Zookeeper and the Kafka broker. Another
pcap file contains all traffic related to the node «kafka-connect». In
particular, there is the legitimate transfer of messages from MQTT
brokers to the Kafka broker. This is mixed with the malicious traffic
related to the exploitation of the CVE [2], the attack tool transfer on

node «kafka-connect» and the commands sent through the netcat
reverse shell. The third and last pcap file contains all legitimate
traffic about IoT sensors sending MQTT messages to MQTT bro-
kers. This is mixed with the following malicious activity: ports scan,
credential brute force, payload transfer on compromised devices
via scp and DDoS of the MQTT broker.

Since pcap files mix legitimate and malicious traffic, labeling
is required to allow the usage of the dataset for supervised ma-
chine learning. Furthermore, our labeling is useful to distinguish
different types of malicious traffic in case of training an IDS to
differentiate each step of the attack like discriminating DDoS from
ports scan for example. It is possible to know, for every single
packet, whether it corresponds to benign traffic (labeled as nor-
mal) or if it is part of the attack process. Labels about the attack
are cve_exploitation, reverse_shell, scan_ports, credentials_bruteforce,
transfer_payload_to_iot and mqttsa_slowite. They detail to which
attack step the packet is related to. Our labeling script is adaptive
to the various settings applied when the scenario was executed.
Using GothX, everyone can generate his custom dataset fitting his
need and label it using our labeling script.

GothX’s customization capabilities, detailed in Table 2, allow
anyone to generate variations of our dataset. For example, one
can easily change one line in the scenario configuration file to
consider a DDoS with 25% of compromised nodes, instead of 50%.
With this new dataset, he can see if the disruption of legitimate
traffic is reduced and if an IDS can still detect the attack. Another
interesting experiment would be to evaluate the evolution of an
IDS performance when the proportion of legitimate over malicious
traffic increases. GothX’s customization makes this possible by
allowing an easy variation in the size and frequency of legitimate
messages while keeping the same attack.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Identification of the scalability bottleneck
The scalability of GothX is defined as the number of simulated
devices that can easily run simultaneously. To be the most realistic
possible, scalability is required because real IoT networks and DDoS
involve many devices. We want to easily increase the number of IoT
sensors in the topology. In particular, we identified the bottleneck
to the maximum number of IoT sensors that can be simulated in
GothX. We assessed two challenges to overcome to achieve scala-
bility: hardware resources and data realism. Finally, we measured
execution time.

Hardware resources. In terms of memory (RAM) consumption,
Gotham and GothX behave the same way. Based on measurements
of Gotham’s paper, we can infer that 𝑅, the amount of RAM in
megabytes necessary to run nodes, is about 𝑅 = 𝑞 ∗ 470 + 𝑑 ∗ 37,
where 𝑑 , respectively 𝑞, is the number of nodes based on docker, re-
spectively based on qemu VMs, running simultaneously. In GothX,
we could execute a scenario involving 450 IoT devices. Such topol-
ogy is made of 498 docker nodes for IoT devices, switches, brokers,
and four qemu VMs nodes for routers. It uses 20.4GB of RAM, which
is not a strong limitation, even for some laptops.

Another hardware resource we considered that could limit scala-
bility is the CPU usage. Our measurements showed that the number
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of running nodes does not strongly impact CPU usage. However, de-
pending on what a node is doing, it may use a lot of CPU power. In
particular, a scenario with some settings leading to a strong DDoS
creates many processes on the machine running the topology and
CPU consumption is high. Even with only two IoT devices set to
launch the DDoS, this can lead a laptop to freeze if settings are
dis-proportioned. It can be noted that, since GothX adds the ability
to be executed on a remote server, it eases access to computers with
a lot of memory and CPU power.

Realism. The realism of the simulated network must be kept in
mind while increasing the number of devices. In particular, duplicat-
ing dozens of times devices with the same behavior easily increases
the number of simulated nodes but is only minimally representative
of a real IoT network. GothX realism lies in its ability to generate
network traffic similar to the one in a real IoT network with mul-
tiple different sensors sending their data to some brokers. Data
sent by IoT devices simulated in GothX is read from public datasets
where each column contains data registered by a real sensor. The
cumulated number of real sensors represented in the public datasets
we use does not reach 450. Therefore, with 450 simulated sensors
in the topology, not all simulated sensors can publish data from a
different real sensor. We lose realism with multiple simulated sen-
sors publishing the same data from the same real sensor. However,
configuring simulated sensors to publish different combinations of
data from multiple real sensors mitigates the realism loss.

Execution time. Two different execution times can be distin-
guished. The execution time for data generation is the same as
the scenario duration. This time is fully customizable using the
scenario configuration file and depends on the temporal scope of
the dataset desired by GothX’s user. Concerning the time needed
to deploy a topology, prior to a scenario execution, it depends on
the number of VM nodes and docker nodes in the topology but
remains reasonable. Docker nodes are fast to configure. Creating
and configuring one VM takes a median time of 278 seconds based
on our multiple measurements. Thanks to the parallel configura-
tion of VMs in the background, multiple VMs can be configured
simultaneously and during the creation of docker nodes. Following
our multiple executions on a laptop, GothX takes about 26 minutes
to create a large topology composed of four VM nodes and 498
docker nodes. The topology we used to replicate MQTTset contains
5 VM nodes and 29 docker nodes and is created in about less than
3 minutes.

5.2 Replicability
Replicability is the recreation of the same experimental apparatus,
and using it to perform exactly the same experiment. We paid
particular attention to replicability at different levels.

At first, the traffic generator itself is replicable. The code is open-
source, and available onGitHub.We checked that GothX’s documen-
tation allowed peers to use our traffic generator without external
help. Validation of the portability was done by verifying GothX’s
ability to be installed and generate the same topology on different
laptops and on a remote server with the operating systems Fedora
and Ubuntu. This verifies that GothX can be used on different host
computers and is not dependent on a specific operating system.

Secondly, we assessed the replicability of the generated dataset.
We could verify that executing GothX twice with the same settings
generates the same dataset in the end. One of GothX’s strengths is
its ability to replicate existing datasets. Specifically, users can take a
public dataset and generate a new one with similar characteristics.
This is one of the use cases detailed in Section 4.1 for MQTTset. Fur-
thermore, GothX is useful for generating variations of an existing
dataset. A user can replicate a famous dataset and make sure he gets
similar results with the copy. Then he can make new experiments
to understand what would have changed if a given setting had been
different in the original dataset.

6 CONCLUSION
GothX is an open-source, replicable and highly customizable traffic
generator for heterogeneous IoT networks. It sets up virtual de-
vices, network topologies and specific simulation scenarios in a
completely automatic fashion. Parameters of simulation are easily
modifiable through configuration files that are well documented
in the GitHub repository. From its diverse simulation scenarios,
GothX captures rich mixed IoT traffic and creates traffic datasets
automatically. The following new features in the state-of-the-art of
traffic generation are implemented in GothX: highly customizable
node behavior, specific mechanisms of traffic diversification for
both legitimate and malicious traffic, automatic labeling of gen-
erated dataset, and increased heterogeneity of network topology
through automatic configuration of MQTT and Kafka networks.

We validated GothX with two use cases: the replication and en-
richment of the simulation that generated the mixed traffic dataset
MQTTset, emphasizing the diversification of legitimate traffic pa-
rameters; and the simulation of a six-step scenario involving CVE-
2023-25194 exploit, nodes infection, and the subsequent DDoS at-
tack, emphasizing the diversification of malicious traffic parameters.
Through these two use cases, Gotham generated the mixed IoT traf-
fic used to create two new datasets, both of which wemake available
publicly. The current scalability of the solution allows up to 450
nodes simulated at a cost of 20.4GB of RAM. CPU cost is also feasi-
ble for single machines even during the simulation of weaker DDoS
attacks.
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